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The final prequel will have the Rapture three-quarters of the way through the book and then

following characters such as Irene and Raymie (and others) up to heaven and being able to see

events in the Tribulation from heaven's perspective. The book will alternate between focusing on

events on earth immediately after the Rapture (covering lots of things the authors wished they could

have covered in the original volumes) and focusing on characters in heaven and how they view the

chaotic events on earth.
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"The Left Behind series ... is among the best-selling fiction books of our times--right up there with

Tom Clancy and Stephen King." --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Time seems to slow as the clock ticks down. . . .  Pan-Con Airlines captain Rayford Steele prepares

for a flight to London with beautiful flight attendant Hattie Durham. Because of his wife's newfound

faith, Rayford looks forward to time-and the possibilities-with Hattie.  Journalist Cameron "Buck"

Williams is in Israel when the Russians attack and experiences for himself the miraculous

deliverance of the Holy Land. Buck cannot deny Chicago bureau chief Lucinda Washington's

insistence that the event was prophesied in Scripture, though he dares not consider the personal

ramifications.  Meanwhile, Nicolae Carpathia eliminates any obstacles in his path to power. As the

newly appointed president of Romania, Nicolae is invited to speak before the U.N.  Without warning,

millions disappear and are welcomed into the unspeakable presence of God.  On earth some



realize what has happened . . . what they've lost . . . what they've missed.  And the darkest days lie

ahead for those left behind. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

If your interested in what your place will be in the very near future, this book will definitely give you a

good insight. If your a sceptic look at the world around you. The main key to where we are today, is

Israel, look at the size of that country, and then ask yourself how have they stayed around this long.

Israel is God's time peace,everything going on today deals with what God is doing with His chosen

people. He is getting them ready to get back to the place they were origneally suppose to be, the

ones who were suppose to bring the Word of God to mankind. They rejected the Savior sent to

them, that was our blessing, now they are about to find out who He is, and believe in Him. This will

be the greatest day ever when they receive Him as Lord and Savior after their 7 year tribulation.

DON'T BE LEFT BEHIND

Though the story itself is fictional, it is written from factual biblical references. It is the best

apocryphal account I have ever read. This is the second time I've read the prequels of the Left

Behind series. This time I read the prequels first and am now reading the Left Behind series, for the

second time. I love it and feel that anyone who is searching for Christ will indeed find many answers

in these books. I also feel that any Christian who reads this book will become amped up over what

will happen in a "twinkling of an eye."

I loved this book and all the other ones I read by Tim LeHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins. As a

pre-tribulation rapturist, it made me so homesick to see Jesus. It is so close to the biblical accounts

in 1 Thessalonians 4:13 to the end of the chapter.

This is a great book filled with different people at different walks in their lives. There are three books

in this part of the story that I would advise reading in order. The Rising: Antichrist Is Born, The

Regime: The Rise of the Antichrist and this one. I would then encourage you to continue to follow

the characters in reading the Left Behind series which are 12 books. The authors have done such a

good job in bringing in the reader into each life character. All of the books are well written with bible

references of where the authors draw from to write these fiction books. All the books, as the stories

of all the characters play out, are interesting and exciting reading. I couldn't wait to get to the next

book as I finished each one!!!!



I had started reading this years ago when I spotted it at a friends house. By the title I knew what this

book had to be about. I read the first one and started reading the second of the series. Needless to

say, I never finished the second one. I gave the first and second one to my Mom, and my Dad

ended up buying her the rest of the series as it came out. I happened upon the first book of the

series a couple of months ago and had no idea where the other ones were to the series she had. So

I decided to order them through . I actually started with the the 3 Before they were Left Behind,

which I recommend, and then started on the Left Behind Series. Let me start out by saying I usually

don't do reviews but because of the impact of this series it was a must. Even though they are fiction

books all the info is backed up what the Bible tells us in Revelations. I was always hesitant to read

the last book of the Bible because it was difficult for me to understand a lot of it. Now I find myself

looking in the Bible as a cross reference (which is really what has been done for you, thanks to Tim

Lahaye and Jerry Jenkins) and have learned a whole lot by this. It has been an eye opener that is

for sure. I totally am starting to understand how the ENTIRE Bible links Old Testament with New

and it is amazing. I have not yet read 6-12 (just made an order for the rest of the books recently) but

am captivated by it all. Great story line but if you compare the books with scripture you will find they

have covered it. I would recommend this to anyone, whether a believer or non believer, it may just

change your perspective, for the good. It is action packed to say the least. I think all in all the

wisdom you gain is just through the roof if you are not familiar with Revelations.BTW, the friend who

gave me the book, his wife had just passed with cancer. A friend of her Church brought it over for

her to read. Through lots of prayer they lead my friend to Christ. What a comfort to know where my

friend is at after her life on earth!!! Praise The Lord!!!!

The Left Behind Series has always fascinated me. I've always said that besides the Bible, these

books are how I will know what's happening on Earth after the Rapture because I don't plan to be

here to experience The Tribulation. After reading all 12 books and seeing The Tribulation and The

Glorious Appearing through these books, I've wondered how The Rapture would be described.

That's always been a tantalizing mystery to me and I thank Tim Lahaye and Jerry Jenkins for their

perspective on it through this book and most importantly, through the Word of God. If Jesus came

the first time, I have no doubt that He will come the second time and I pray that many will use these

books as a catalyst to lead them into a personal relationship with the One and the Only, Jesus

Christ.

I picked this book up expecting to be disappointed; however, that was far from what actually



happened! I feel that Mr's LaHaye and Jenkins redeemed themselves with this book, after the

travesties that were the first two prequels and Kingdom Come. The Rapture actually drew me back

into the Left Behind series--I literally couldn't put it down--and I found it moving in a way the

aforementioned installments completely lacked.I definitely suggest that even if you disliked the first

two prequels, you read this one. Although it does get a bit annoying in that, toward the end, it

repeats a lot of what happened in the beginning of the original Left Behind, if you have not read the

first book in the series in quite a while the repetition really isn't so bad.
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